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TCOC Head Start/Early Head Start
Program
2019-2020 Self-Assessment
The Process
Throughout the course of the 2019-2020 year, the Tri-County Opportunities
Council Early Head Start/Head Start Program conducted their annual selfassessment, placing great importance on the gathering and analysis of data. The
process for observations, on-going monitoring, data collection and the exploration
of such remained consistent with that of previous years. While our SelfAssessment process continues to evolve and additional data is both collected and
analyzed, the following document provides a thorough illustration of the services
provided to pregnant women, infants, toddlers, pre-school aged children and their
families.
The following pages outline the process in regards to timeframes, data collected
and team participation.
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Tri-Counties Opportunities Council Head Start/Early Head Start
2019-2020 Self-Assessment
Procedure:
The established process for our Self-Assessment was discussed amongst all members of the
Central Staff team, resulting in clear direction being provided regarding the approach and
responsibilities of all involved. Documentation in each component area such as checklists,
observations, analysis of data recorded in the Child Plus data system, parent surveys and system
reviews were used when preparing for deciding upon our final recommendations. Prior to the
final recommendations being made, all members of Central Staff were asked to develop visual
aids that helped support the issues and/or ongoing events that occurred throughout the year in
each component area. In addition, the program’s 5-Year project period goals, established in
December of 2018, were discussed in great detail. The development of such goals, allowed for
continued discussion regarding advancement and continued program improvement.
Service Area
Education

Service Area
Mental Health and Disabilities

Documents
-CLASS Tool/Results of CLASS
Observations
-GOLD Curriculum Monitoring and Feedback
-GOLD Online Child Assessment
Tool/Reports
-School readiness Goals
-Education Checklist/Quick Check
-Health and Safety Screener
-Health, Safety, and Environment Checklist
-Questions and/or Roundtables at In-Services
-Parent Feedback
Documents
-Hearing and Vision Reports
-Behavioral Screenings
-Developmental Screenings and Referrals
-IEP and IFSP Monitoring
-Child Plus Logging/Tracking
-Social-Emotional Support Plan Tool
-Classroom Observations
-Management of Site Discussions
-Staff Feedback
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Service Area
Health and Nutrition

Documents
-Health and Safety Checklists
-Observation and Feedback (Site Visits)
-Parent Questionnaires
-Health Packets and Letters (Return)
-Nutrition Checklists and Menu Reviews
-Lesson Plan Review
-Healthy Family Plans/Baby Steps to
Healthier Families (Family Wellness Goals)

Service Area

Documents
-Parent Engagement Event Observations
-Home Visit (Recruitment/FPA) Observations
-Review of FPA and Log Book
-Policy Council Parent Questionnaire
-Parent Gauge
-End of the Month Reports
-Statistical Data Analysis
-Planning Sheets
-Checklists/Monitoring Tools
-Reflective Supervision

Service Area
Transportation

Documents
-Supervisor Safety Rides/Checklists
-Bus Ride Observations (Staff, Parent, Board Members)
-Monitoring Systems (Transportation Specialist)
-Parent Survey
-Daily Inspection Sheet (Completed by
Driver)
-Bi-Annual and Annual Safety/Brake Inspec.
-Bi-Monthly Safety Training/Evaluation
-Pedestrian Training Observation
-Daily Sign Off Sheet (Written Attendance)

Service Area

Documents
-Child Plus Data Reports/Attendance Reports
-Family Service Tracking Forms
-Recruitment Plan/ERSEA Process Analysis
-Revised Application for Services/ERSEA
Manual

Family Service

ERSEA
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Self-Assessment Team
Education

Health and Nutrition

Family Service

Mental Health/Disabilities

Transportation
Program
Design/Management
Fiscal
Facilities, Materials,
Equipment
Supporting Cast (All Areas)

Jenine Patty-Anderson: Education Manager
Lyris Bryan: Northern Education/Disabilities Specialist
Anna Berlinski: Southern Education/Disabilities
Specialist
Courtney Altfillisch-Melton and Sara Markey: Practice
Based Coach
Kris Franks: Program Operations Manager
Carol Cravatta: Health Specialist RN
Andrea Conrad: Health Specialist LPN
Sarah Hoffert: Nutrition Specialist
Missy Capp: Health Assistant
Melanie Davis: Health Assistant
Jessica Rueff: Family and Community Service Manager
Melissa Mital: Southern Family Specialist
Elisabeth Henson: Northern Family Specialist
Jenine Patty-Anderson: Education Manager
Lyris Bryan: Northern Education/Disabilities Specialist
Anna Berlinski: Southern Education/Disabilities
Specialist
Anne Metcalf: Transportation/Facility Specialist
Rachael DeSpain: HS/EHS Director
Amanda Schommer: Office and Data Quality Manager
Jill Calkins: HS/EHS Director
Anne Metcalf: Transportation/Facility Specialist
Rachael DeSpain: HS/EHS Director
Members of Policy Council
Board Members
Program Staff (Continuous Involvement)
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Tri-County Opportunities Council
Head Start/Early Head Start Program
2019-2020 Self-Assessment

Summary of Findings

Throughout the course of the 2019-2020 year, the Tri-County Opportunities Council Early Head
Start/Head Start Program conducted their annual self-assessment. The ensuing pages provide a
summary of the strengths identified in each component area. Also highlighted are the areas in
which the program believes continued advancement and enrichment can occur. This material was
used by program managers and specialists to identify specific program improvement initiatives,
target training, offer additional support to staff, enhance services to program families, forge
stronger collaborative partnerships throughout all communities and define future steps to include
in the 5-year project period goals.
You will find the top strengths in each component area listed below along with additional areas
of focus for the upcoming program year.
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Education
Strengths:
 The TCOC Head Start School Readiness Committee met several times throughout the
year. They provided analysis and direction for strengthening the implementation of the
GOLD Online Assessment Tool including developing a three-year training track.
 The GOLD professional development track sets expectations for new education staff and
includes viewing assigned modules their first and second year and completing the
Interrater Reliability Certification in their third year.
 The Education Team began the work to develop a Parent Child Educator Onboarding
system for review.
 The Education Team began the work to develop a Site Supervisor Onboarding System
for review.
 The Education Team revamped the Education section of the Early Head Start Home Base
Manual for review.
 A Data Dialogue was conducted with the Education team and Site Supervisors. Work
focused on understanding how to use the management components of GOLD including
Reports for both monitoring and analysis of data.
 A Practice Base Coach attended the Practice Based Coach Quality Enrichment Circles in
Springfield.
 An Education/Disability Specialist attended the Education Quality Enrichment Circle in
Springfield
 The Education Manager attended the Early Head Start Home Base Quality Enrichment
Circle in Springfield.
 Due to COVID-19 our staff worked from home for several months. During this time
education staff participated in a number of Professional Development opportunities
both virtually as well as researching specific subject matter. Topics explored included
such things as Challenging Behaviors, Trauma, Leadership and Conscious Discipline.
Opportunities for Growth:
 Staff shortages are becoming increasingly more difficult to manage. During the 20192020 school year, 25 classrooms out of 30 experienced education staff shortages, many
classrooms have had more than one position open. In most cases, positions go unfilled
for extended periods of time. In some instances, positions have stayed unfilled for
several years. We continue to explore options for recruiting new staff, including
considering less qualified applicants who we can then support towards achieving their
degree.
 In the past our Practice Based Coaches have been used to maintain teacher/child ratios
allowing us to keep classrooms open and running. We have committed to ensuring
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Practice Based Coaches will no longer be tied to subbing in classrooms so that they are
free to coach as well as complete our CLASS observation process.
 The current COVID-19 pandemic has prompted us to exploring options for conducting
ongoing assessment for remote learners as well as consider how we will analyze and
aggregate this data. We will also explore options for developmental screening tools that
are designed specifically for parent administration.
 We continue to provide opportunities for staff to understand and to begin to use their
own classroom level data ie; Child Outcomes, Individual Child Assessment, CLASS scores,
Staff Attendance Notes, Child Attendance, etc.

Health and Nutrition
Strengths
 Monthly physical activity calendars provide children and families ways to connect and
be physically active.
 Attained new vendor
and modified vendor
services to help meet
the needs of children
and staff.
 Updated sites resources
to provide families with
the most up-to-date
information on ways to
eat healthy.
 Between Fall 2019 and
Spring 2020 children
moved from
underweight to
acceptable and from
high risk to overweight.
 Continue training all new Family Community Service Workers and Site Supervisors on
health requirements and supporting families.
 Through open communication of health requirements, the Health Team continued to
support children and families with understanding, meeting and sustaining mandatory
health requirements.
Opportunities for Growth
 Increased monitoring of implementation of Choosy Corner and nutrition information
included in classroom newsletters.
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 Develop a tracking plan for child food allergies, food sub form and any additional
training or Individual Health Plan.
 Update and consistently complete and track Healthy Family Plan goals families set at P/T
conferences
 Implement the “To Do List” pulled from Child Plus weekly (showing medical needs of
children) through email for the Education Team, Family Community Service Workers and
Site Supervisors.
 Develop a Community Collaboration with the providers including OSF caravan.
 Train and support the Parent Child Educators in order for the home base option to
increase medical/dental completions.

Strengths:
 Increased attention was paid to children’s attendance. Direct follow up occurred with
program staff and said families. This resulted in individualized support plans for
identified children and families. Training regarding the effects of poor child attendance
drove positive results in increased communication from front line staff.
 Parent Gauge was utilized for the first program year with a small implementation group.
This group provided desired information regarding program services and improvements.
 Continued collaboration with countless school districts occurred
 The Northern Specialist became Family Development Credential (FDC) Instructor
certified
 The use of a training track has demonstrated an increase in support and understanding
for new program staff.
Opportunities for Growth:
 Family Service staff will continue to locate valuable information for program families
regarding children’s attendance and the importance of such.
 Increased efforts to work with local school districts regarding attendance still needs to
occur.
 Although there was improvement among strengths-based plans, there is still room for
improvement and further development of goal setting processes
 Effectiveness of Parenting Curriculum. Family Specialists are developing Pre/Post Tests
to understand growth of families enrolled in the programs.
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Strengths:
 Most older buses have been traded off for new models reducing maintenance costs.
 Electronic pre-trip program purchased for buses has helped with pre-diagnostic issues
on all buses
 All bus routes have been running smooth with newer buses less down time for repairs
 Bus staff are used in most classrooms with children
Opportunities for Growth:
 With COVID-19 health checks will be required before children can board.
 Limited seating on buses may require more trips and or self -transports
 Potential group stops, no door to door to lessen traffic interruption.
 Cleaning of bus after each group including seats, doors, handrails and vests.
 Increase fuel costs for more bus runs

ERSEA
Strengths:
 Yearly ERSEA Training (as required in Head Start Performance Standards)
 Analysis and minor adjustments made to ERSEA Selection Criteria
 Veteran Family and Community Services Team
 Detailed and informative application process
Opportunities for Growth:
 Application completion rates per FCSW
 Detailed policy and procedures rewrite of current processes
 Continued development of waitlists: Early Head Start Home Base Program and a small
number of Head Start options
 No electronic option available during COVID-19 caused for limited application intake
abilities
 Limited network and connections with DCFS contracted agencies for referrals
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Program Design and Management
Strengths:
 The ongoing, yearlong cycle for Self-Assessment which is inclusive of staff, parents,
policy council, and the board of directors drives deep discussions around the data
collected, provides an in-depth review of program services and identifies program
strengths as well as opportunities for growth. Additional program initiatives are set
around the information gathered and drive systemic change.
 Continuous planning and advancement on data collection, analysis, and outcomes
reporting to support continuous quality improvement.
 Staff involvement in program planning opportunities has increased through breakout
sessions, surveys and committee work, 90-day new employee questionnaires and exit
interviews.
 The program’s 5 year goals are inclusive of increasing the usage of social media and
technology platforms to improve efficiency and the ability to have real-time data.
 Program staff have increased involvement in community events in some of our larger
communities and planning to hold large community events is ongoing and community
specific.
Opportunities for Growth:
 Increase the number of seats filled at Policy Council Meetings in order to ensure
consistent flow of information between the monthly meetings and meetings held at the
site level.
 Continue to increase current involvement at public awareness/advocacy events and
specifically with Preschool for All program administrators.
 Continued development of a program-wide policy and procedures manual aligned to the
new performance standards

Fiscal Reporting/Fiscal Responsibility
Strengths:
 The agency continues to have clean audits with no findings.
 Fiscal Policy and Procedures Manual was updated and approved by the Board of
Directors.
 Staff are cross-trained for key functions of operations which protects the organization in
the event of a short or long-term absence.
 There is consistent and regular communication between the Fiscal Department, the
President/CEO and the EHS/HS Director.
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Opportunities for Growth:
 The program has been unable to meet the required full non-federal match but has met the
match amount following the approval of a partial waiver from OHS, ACF.
 More comprehensive tracking of cost allocation and program spending

Human Resources
Strengths:
 The program has an employee assistance program to support employees in personal or
work related issues that affect their mental and/or emotional well-being. Data shows
that this benefit continues to be used by staff.
 The program continues to use staff training evaluations, staff appraisals, school
readiness outcomes, self-assessment data, program monitoring systems, etc. to plan inservice training that is relevant to the program’s needs. In addition, staff are completing
yearly questionnaires to identify their own training needs and such is being
incorporated in to the yearlong training plan.
 The program is committed to hiring parents for positions for which they are qualified
and ensures parents are aware of openings within the program.
 The Illinois Head Start Association has created new staff training modules that focus on
providing a deeper understanding of the history, current state and future happenings of
Head Start programs. During year one, the majority of staff completed all required
modules. Leading to a more informed, prepared and inspired staff.
 The 5-year project period goal designed around the development and implementation
of onboarding modules for newly hired Parent Child Educators, Site Supervisors and
Family and Community Service Workers were developed. Implementation will begin in
August of 2020.
Opportunities for Growth:
 Personnel policies need to be revised and updated.
 Onboarding and “training requirement” module development (Agency and program
specific)
 The program continues to operate under-staffed in many communities due to the
inability to find qualified candidates.
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Tri-County Opportunities Council
Head Start/Early Head Start Program
Self-Assessment

Results of Program Improvement Initiatives

Set for the 2019-2020 year

The program improvement initiatives established for the 2019-2020 year and the objectives that
align with such were based on the results of the data collected throughout the 2018-2019 year.
All targeted program improvement initiatives, unless specifically noted, applied to all children
birth through age five and their respective families. The work plans developed by the Early Head
Start/Head Start Director, program managers and content area specialists were implemented
successfully, timelines were adhered to and each objective was completed and/or slight revisions
were made to promote continued advancement in such areas.
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Subject: Non-Federal Match
ONGOING
Objective: Identify new ways to generate non-federal funds
Targeted Outcome: Increased non-federal funds to support achievement of the non-federal match
requirement
Person(s) Responsible for Completion: Family and Community Service Manager/Program Director
Target
Research additional ways to generate non-federal funds
Network with staff from other programs to generate ideas new
possibilities
Continue to challenge staff to extend the program’s reach into the
communities served
Provide informational materials to Policy Council Representatives to
support them in their role in increasing public awareness and
advocating for the program

Timeline
Ongoing
IHSA Director
Meetings
Head Start Conferences
In-Service throughout
the 2019-2020 Year
January and February
Policy Council
Meetings

ONGOING

Subject: Strengthen Curriculum

Objective: Through committee work, TCOC EHS/HS will review and strengthen current systems and
procedures for curriculum development and implementation practices.
Targeted Outcome: Continuity in understanding and implementation of the program’s curriculum
Person(s) Responsible for Completion: Education Manager
Target
Timeline
August 2019
Continue School Readiness Committee
September 2019
Finalize and implement new Lesson Plan Checklist: Invite feedback
from Site Supervisors
November 2019
Review 2018-2019 Child Outcomes/Analyze 2019-2020 Child Outcomes,
set new baseline goals and plan training accordingly.
November 2019
Develop and implement a plan for Teachers to complete the Intrarater
Reliability process in GOLD.
Beginning November
Review Early Head Start Lesson Plan process and determine if changes
2019, Ongoing
are needed.
*Most targeted steps were achieved however with the COVID-19 Pandemic impacting the second portion
of the year, we did not spend much time on EHS lesson plan process and have targeted this for next year.
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Subject: Reflective Supervision for Site Supervisors

RE-TARGET

Objective: The Site Supervisors will further their knowledge and skills in Reflective Supervision to
provide additional supports to their classroom and home base teams.
Outcome: Teachers who feel supported and empowered leading to stronger, independent teams who
require less assistance in meeting day to day challenges.
Person(s) Responsible for Completion: Education Specialists
Target
Timeline
August 2019
Provide Reflective Supervision training at first Site Supervisor meeting
Set expectations for Reflective Supervision and begin implementing with September 2019
teaching teams
September 2019Continue to coach monthly with Site Supervisors
Ongoing
Ongoing Monthly
Continue Reflective Supervision trainings monthly at Site Supervisor
Meetings
June 2020
Review and analyze effectiveness and target identified needs
Subject: Family Service Tracking of Strengths Based Plans

COMPLETE

Objective: The Family Service Team will further their tracking of Strengths Based Plans to ensure that
the plans are S.M.A.R.T. and tracked on Child Plus adequately.
Outcome: Family and Community Service Workers will enhance their strengths based planning with
families and allow for less reporting via paper reports. Child Plus will be able to automatically calculate
totals lessening time that Family Specialists document Strengths Based Plans.
Person(s) Responsible for Completion: Family Specialists
Target
Train Family and Community Service Workers and Parent Child
Educators on Child Plus documentation and Strengths Based Plans
Family Specialists will monitor the documentation put into Child Plus
monthly
Family Specialists will report on outcomes during the year from the
information logged into Child Plus from Strengths Based Plans
Continue ongoing training and support to FCSW’s and PCE’s on goal
setting and documentation in Child Plus
Review and analyze effectiveness and target identified needs

Timeline
August 2019
Ongoing Monthly
August 2019,
December 2019, May
2020
Ongoing Monthly
June 2020
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Tri-County Opportunities Council
Head Start/Early Head Start Program
Self-Assessment

Program Improvement Initiatives 2020-2021

The targets and timelines outlined in the Program Improvement Initiatives, are grounded on the
results of data collected during the 2019-2020 year. Such initiatives have been established to
ensure program policies, procedures and practices remain aligned with the overall mission of the
program. Through these Program Improvement Initiatives, the Early Head Start/Head Start
Program remains committed to elevating program services and ensuring that expectant mothers,
children and families of such continue to receive outstanding service and support.
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Subject: Non-Federal Match and Strengthening Program Awareness
Objective: Identify new ways to generate non-federal funds.
Outcome: Increased non-federal funds to support achievement of the non-federal match requirement.
Person(s) Responsible for Completion: Family and Community Services Manager, Family Specialists,
Family and Community Service Workers and Leadership Team.
Target
Research additional ways to generate non-federal funds
Formulate one new connection in all 9 counties that can provide an
ongoing and continuous source of non-federal dollars
Issue a Non-Federal Monthly Challenge to staff
Network with staff from other programs to generate ideas and new
possibilities.

Timeline/Events
Ongoing
By January 2021
Monthly
Family Service QEC
Meetings, Local, State
and Federal Trainings

Subject: Strengthen Curriculum
Objective: Through committee work, TCOC EHS/HS will review and strengthen current systems and
procedures for curriculum development and implementation practices.
Targeted Outcome: Continuity in understanding and implementation of the program’s curriculum
Person(s) Responsible for Completion: Education Manager
Target
Continue School Readiness Committee
Introduce Fidelity Tool, monitor process, analyze, and plan/train
accordingly.
Review 2019-2020 Child Outcomes/Analyze 2020-2021 Child Outcomes,
set new baseline goals and plan training accordingly.
Review Early Head Start Center Base Lesson Plan process and
determine if changes are needed

Timeline
August 2020
Begin August 2020
Ongoing Monthly
November 2020
Beginning November
2020; Ongoing
Monthly
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Subject: Reflective Supervision for Site Supervisors
Objective: The Site Supervisors will further their knowledge and skills in Reflective Supervision to
provide additional supports to their classroom and home base teams.
Outcome: Teachers who feel supported and empowered leading to stronger, independent teams who
require less assistance in meeting day to day challenges.
Person(s) Responsible for Completion: Education Specialists
Target
Timeline
August 2020
Provide Reflective Supervision training at first Site Supervisor meeting
Set expectations for Reflective Supervision and begin implementing with September 2020
teaching teams
September 2020Continue to coach monthly with Site Supervisors
Ongoing
Ongoing Monthly
Continue Reflective Supervision trainings monthly at Site Supervisor
Meetings
June 2021
Review and analyze effectiveness and target identified needs
*Re-targeted for 2020-2021 due to the amount of new supervisors that have been hired

Subject: Transition Plans and Parent Teacher Conferences
Objective: The Family Service and Education Team will further their training and enhance the Transition
Plan process to ensure all plans are completed and completed accurately.
Outcome: Teaching staff and Family and Community Service Workers will enhance their knowledge
around why transition plans are important and engage with families regarding the transition plan process.
Person(s) Responsible for Completion: Family Specialists, Education/Disabilities Specialist
Target
Family Specialists will engage Family and Community Service Workers
regarding transition plans and provide examples of their roles
Education/Disabilities Specialists will ensure Quick Checks are
completed accurately and will flag those that are not.
Family Specialists will provide detailed training during an In-service to
allow for discussions and training for newly hired staff. Transition Plans
will be included in a training track from Family Service.
Continue ongoing training and support to FCSW’s and Teaching Staff
on Transition Plans
Family Specialists will check Transition Plans from their teams
regularly.
Review and analyze effectiveness and target identified needs

Timeline
July 2020
Ongoing
February 2021

Ongoing
Ongoing
June 2021
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Tri-County Opportunities Council
Head Start/Early Head Start Program
Self-Assessment
Summary of Community Assessment and Parent Feedback

The TCOC EHS/HS Program, remains committed to the ongoing analysis of the communities in
which it operates. Through the gathering of relevant data and the analysis of such by program
employees, Board and Policy Council members and families of the program continued
enhancements are made. It was from such analysis that decisions were made to develop
intentional and specific onboarding processes for each position within the program, address staff
attendance, boost transportation services, develop data collection for parenting curriculum,
advance our role as community leaders, and seek necessary technology upgrades throughout the
program. Furthermore, T.C.O.C developed an agency specific position related to development of
the community assessment and community engagement. Throughout the development of this
position, we hope to gain more insight into communities and long-lasting connections. Continued
efforts to maximize the services provided throughout all nine counties will remain a top priority
for the 2020-2021 year.
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Tri-County Opportunities Council
Head Start/Early Head Start Program

Progress of 5-Year Project Period Goals
And Targeted Objectives
2020
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Goal 1: T.C.O.C. will develop a mechanism that supports employees in acquiring the necessary knowledge, skills,
and behaviors to become effective members of the organization. Nurturing greater organizational commitment.
Objectives:
 Year 1: 100% of T.C.O.C. EHS/HS employees will complete the Illinois Head Start
Association’s new staff training modules.
 Year 2: 100% of new Parent-Child Educators, Site Supervisors, and Family Service
staff will complete a position specific new staff-training module.
 Year 3: In addition to staff identified above, 100% of new Teachers and Teacher
Assistants will also complete a position specific new staff-training module.
 Year 4: In addition to staff identified above, 100% of new Nutrition and
Transportation staff will also complete a position specific new staff training module.
 Year 5: 100% of new staff will be provided a mentor in addition to receiving the
onboarding modules above.

Completed Activities that Support Both Goals and Objectives
Year 1: Onboarding Overview
Through reducing occupational stress, increasing employee longevity and gaining competitive
advantage, the programs objective to develop a mechanism that supports employees in acquiring the
necessary knowledge, skill and behavior is underway. The Illinois Head Start Association has developed
new staff training modules that cover topics such as; professionalism, cultivating passion, parents as key
partners, early learning in Illinois, school readiness, community engagement, standards, regulation and
monitoring and creating a culture of safety. As you enter the online learning environment, the Illinois
Head Start Association provides an overview of the history of Head Start. It is the program’s belief, that
from these modules, greater organizational commitment will be visible in the work staff do both
internally and externally on behalf of the children, families and communities served.
In year one, the program set out have 100% of employees complete the Illinois Head Start Association’s
new staff training modules. While 100% of staff have yet to complete the required training modules
details to support the lower than anticipated percentage are noted below. Currently the program has
68% of employees who have completed the required modules and submitted their certificate of
completion. All staff who have yet to complete this requirement will do so by the end of August 2020.
Challenges
Of the 32% (48) who have yet to complete the module training, 18 are Transportation staff, 10 are Food
Service Workers, 2 are Parent Child Educators, 4 are Lead Teachers, 6 are Teacher Assistants, 3 are
Family and Community Service Workers, 1 Custodian and 4 members are upper management. When
follow up regarding why the professional development task had yet to be completed, the majority of
issues centered around poor or no internet service (while working from home and honoring the state
issued stay at home order) and/or lack of available technology in the home. As stated above all staff will
have the modules completed by the end of August 2020.
Next Steps
 Develop tracking system for newly hired employees and establish timeline for completion.
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Goal 2: T.C.O.C. EHS/HS will create an attendance coalition to make getting children to school every day a
shared priority.
Objectives: T.C.O.C. EHS/HS will lessen absences throughout the remainder of each school
year for 20% of the children projected to have chronic absenteeism within the first 60 days.
Year 1: Attendance Coalition Development
The program’s development of an Attendance Coalition began in the 2019-2020 school year. The
attendance coalition invited staff participation from within the agency as well as collaborative partners.
The first Attendance Coalition was focused in Whiteside County. Attendees included the local Preschool
for All partners, Regional Office of Education Truancy representatives, and the local 2 Superintendents.
The diverse group of educators and social service agencies allowed for significant conversations and
brainstorming about collective policies and procedures that could follow children from Head Start to the
School District.
Each member of the coalition discussed their attendance policies and thresholds for considering a child
truant or experiencing attendance concerns. One of the many concerns addressed were doctors
providing excused notes for children. Discussion occurred about educating other professions about
children’s attendance in school and how to communicate that a child is experiencing attendance
concerns.
Verbiage used with families in regards to attendance was a large focus of the meeting. If every program
in a specific community was to agree upon verbiage to use with parents, the hope is that parents would
be hearing the same message and know that attendance is a priority.
Next Steps
 Utilize Child Plus Dashboard at the beginning of the 2020-2021 school year to identify children
who are considered chronically absent within the first 60 days.
 Continue Attendance Coalition virtually through COVID-19 Pandemic to discuss how to further
develop plans across counties to partner with school districts.
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Goal 3: T.C.O.C. EHS/HS will make technology advancements to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of
program systems.
Objectives: T.C.O.C. EHS/HS will continuously improve staff productivity through readily
accessible, accurate, informative data.
 Year 1: 100% of attendance and meal count data will become paperless, with the
data entered at the classroom level.
 Year 2: 25% of families actively utilizing the selected social media platforms.
 Year 3: 50% of families actively utilizing the selected social media platforms.
 Year 4: 80% of forms available to staff via the website.
 Year 5: 100% of manuals electronically available to staff.

Year 1: Paperless Meal Count and Attendance
During Pre-Service of the 2019-2020 school year, all teaching staff were trained to utilize the tablet and
Child Plus Attendance and Meals application. Due to technology barriers, the Nutrition Specialist and
Family and Community Services Manager were unable to demonstrate on a projector what the
application looked like. Each teaching staff member were given their tablet to experience the app and
learn hands-on. The Data and Quality Services Manager regularly sent back attendance due to the
electronic and paper copy not matching. At this time, attendance and meal count is not 100% paperless.
The Nutrition Specialist, Data and Quality Services Manager, and Family and Community Services
Manager will execute a plan to have the Attendance and Meal Count paperless by the end of 2020.
Challenges
Not all staff were provided the training. Throughout the year when teaching staff were absent, food
service workers, family service staff, or transportation staff were stepping into classrooms to assist.
When this would occur, they did not know how to utilize the tablet and caused for inaccuracy in
completing the attendance/meal count electronically. The Child Plus attendance and meals application
had several days where the application needed updating or it was experiencing issues. During these
times, staff members did not use the tablet for the day. Many staff would use the tablet as the “back
up” rather than the primary mode of logging the attendance/meal counts. The expectation was to use
both the paper copy and electronic copy.
Next Steps
 Targeted training and identification of classrooms who need additional assistance.
 Targeted transitions of classrooms who have been identified as utilizing the tablet and
application accurately.
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Goal 4: T.C.O.C. will promote and create meaningful collaborative connections among program staff,
community partners, and local early childhood programs.
Objectives: T.C.O.C. EHS/HS will establish and facilitate early childhood coalition groups
highlighting the areas of enrollment, attendance, school readiness and transitions
throughout its service area.
 Year 1: T.C.O.C. EHS/HS will establish and facilitate an early childhood coalition
group in Whiteside County.
 Year 2: T.C.O.C. EHS/HS will establish and facilitate an early childhood coalition
group in LaSalle County.
 Year 3: T.C.O.C. EHS/HS will establish and facilitate an early childhood coalition
group in Lee and Ogle and Carroll Counties.
 Year 4: T.C.O.C. EHS/HS will establish and facilitate an early childhood coalition
group in Bureau and Putnam Counties.
 Year 5: T.C.O.C. EHS/HS will establish and facilitate an early childhood coalition
group in Marshall and Stark Counties.

Year 1: Development of an Early Childhood Coalition Group in Whiteside County
The development of the Early Childhood Coalition Group was successful in Whiteside County. The group
met alongside the Attendance Coalition Group located in Whiteside County. During the 2019-2020
school year, the group was scheduled to meet again in March 2020 to have further, expanding the group
to include more collaborative partners. Due to COVID-19 the meeting was cancelled and set to be
rescheduled pending return to work status. Although the group did not participate together again, the
first meeting provided a wealth of knowledge regarding services in Whiteside County.
Next Steps
 Continued outreach and development of collaborative relationships between staff and
community partners, inclusive of early childhood programs.
 Continued engagement at community meetings and through MOU developments.
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T.C.O.C. Head Start

2019-2020 Child Outcome/School Readiness
Report
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, our classes ended in March of 2020, not allowing for a 3 rd
collection. Child growth shown below measures from just the Fall collection to the Winter
collection.
2019-2020
OVE RA LL PRO G RA M
FA LL - W I NT E R

SOCIAL EMOTIONAL PHYSICAL MOTOR

LANGUAGE

COGNITIVE

LITERACY

MATHEMATICS

The graph above represents the percentage of TCOC Head Start children who are meeting or exceeding
Widely Held Expectations for both the Fall and Winter collections. This data shows an average of 11%
growth between the months of October and February.

To understand and track children’s growth, Teachers collect child data using the Online
Teaching Strategies GOLD Assessment. The tool is research based, and measures Kindergarten
readiness by tracking growth and development. Teacher’s complete the GOLD assessment by
providing planned learning opportunities and observation. Data is then collected and enables
teachers to see children’s development and learning along a progression across the whole of
the early childhood years. The collected information can then be used for continued planning
for children.
The Fall – Winter data collected for the 2019-2020 school year supports trends seen in previous
years. While a higher percentage of children show that they are meeting or exceeding Widely
Held Expectations in the Physical Motor area, we see significantly fewer children meeting or
exceeding Widely Held Expectations in the areas of Mathematics or Literacy.
Ongoing Learning

60%

46%

65%

51%

78%

Winter
68%

79%

68%

89%

83%

81%

69%

Fall

While this year was cut short, we worked to support continued learning. Teacher’s provided
opportunities for families to participate in ongoing learning. This was done through a variety of
ways, staff created videos and included things such as story time, Conscious Discipline
practices, Science Experiments, Music and Song were presented through our Tri-County
Opportunities Council Head Start Facebook page.

School Readiness Committee
One of our Five Year Project Goals includes “developing a mechanism that supports employees
in acquiring the necessary knowledge, skills, and behaviors to become effective members of the
organization.” This prompted the School Readiness Committee to discuss ideas that would
better support teachers in their successful implementation of the Teaching Strategies GOLD
tool.
The committee established a timeframe of learning and implementation of the GOLD that will
help to increase teacher’s effectiveness. In addition to training and support by Site Supervisor
and classroom staff, first year teaching staff will now view training modules provided by
Teaching Strategies. In year three, teaching staff will be required to complete the Interrater
Reliability Certification, also provided by Teaching Strategies. This certification is designed to
ensure teachers are able to consistently implement the tool with accuracy. We believe that
these expectations will help support staff, helping to provide a better understanding of the tool
and its reliable implementation.
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The committee continues to look for ways to provide staff with additional support in using data
to better reflect on progress and inform lesson/activity planning for individual children.
We were able to take advantage with the Shelter In Place situation and starting in April, a Data
Dialogue was held each Friday with the Education/Disability Specialists, Education Manager and
Site Supervisors. Conversations included maneuvering the GOLD tool including understanding
and using reports., evaluating documentation, ensuring documentation supports checkpoints,
identifying red flags and analysis of child progress. To finish off the Data Dialogue process, the
Site Supervisors used all of the knowledge and information they had collected to analyze and
identify the strengths and areas for growth for each of their classrooms. Our intent is that Site
Supervisors will begin to be able to better support teaching staff in their assessment and
planning for children.
New members are encouraged to join the School Readiness Committee at the beginning of
each new school year.
Jenine Patty-Anderson
Education Manager
jenine@tcochelps.org
800-323-5434 ext. 35
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